
 

For the past quarter in Kidspiration, we’ve been trying to have the Grand Opening of The Golden Rule 

Cinema.  The Golden Rule Cinema is a new movie theater which is owned by Mr. Reel.  His helper is 

Husher the Usher, who takes the tickets and makes sure that everyone is very quiet in the theater.  Andy, 

Randy, and Sandy run the Sweet TREAT Candy Counter. 

 

Mr. Reel opened his theater so that he could help everyone learn The 

Golden Rule, which tells us that we should TREAT others the way 

that we would want others to TREAT us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each week we have learned a valuable lesson about The Golden Rule and how to TREAT others.  

Unfortunately, we’ve also run into several problems with the Grand Opening. 

 

Week Golden Rule Lesson Problem Caused by Husher The Usher 

1. JOY = Jesus first, Others second, Yourself last He didn’t order the movie. 

2. Always say “Thank You” He broke the projector bulb. 

3. Honor Your Father and Mother He got bugs in the projector. 

4. Share With Others He cracked the projector lens. 

5. Be Honest He forgot to pay the electric bill. 

6. Give To Those In Need He put the movie in the mail by mistake. 

7. Don’t Make Fun of Others He picked up a pizza instead of the movie. 

8. A Soft Answer Turns Away Wrath He broke the movie screen. 

9. Help Others He got a movie in Spanish. 

10. Forgive Others He erased the sound off the movie. 

11. Encourage Others He played the movie upside-down. 

Finale Look for ways to follow the Golden Rule We finally saw the movie! 

 

Let’s all go the Lobby. 

Let’s all go the Lobby. 

Let’s all go the Lobby 

To get ourselves a TREAT. 

 

We’ll learn how to TREAT each other, 

Like our friends, and our sisters, and our brothers, 

Our teachers, and our fathers, and our mothers. 

The Golden Rule can’t be beat! 

 

The Golden Rule can’t be beat! 

The Golden Rule can’t be beat! 

So, let’s all go to the Lobby 

To get ourselves a TREAT! 

 

In everything, therefore, treat people the same way you 

want them to treat you, for this is the Law and the 

Prophets. 

--Matthew 7:12 (NASB) 


